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Talk approach

Laboratory Christchurch: Redefining stormwater
system resilience in a multihazard environment

WHY: New resilience-building opportunities.

Introduction

WHAT: ‘Multihazards’ paradigm shift.

Laboratory Christchurch

HOW: Christchurch example, transferable approach.

Multihazards framework
Conclusions

Photo: Adam Herbstritt 2013

Dr Deirdre E. Hart, University of Canterbury Geography, deirdre.hart@canterbury.ac.nz

http://www.multihazards.org/
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Laboratory Christchurch:
Building hazard resilience in coastal cities

Who: Lifelines Multi-hazards Research Team

Laboratory Christchurch:
a city prone to many hazards

Project co-leaders

•
•
•

Dr Sonia Giovinazzi, UC Civil & Nat Res Engr
Dr Deirdre Hart, UC Science
Dr Christopher Gomez, UC Science

International collaborators

•
•
•

Dr Craig Davis, manager of LA Water
Dr Do-Seong Byun, Korea Hydrographic & Ocean Admin.
Professor Franchin & Dr Cavalieri, Univ of Rome Sapienza

Postgraduate researchers

•

•

IPCC analyses of coastal systems in low lying areas;

•

C40 Delta Cities; 100 Resilient Cities;

•

Riskscape;

•

Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment sea level rise reports;

•

Royal Society of NZ Climate Change Implications for NZ & sea level rise papers;

•

NZ Guidance Manual for Local Government on coastal hazards & climate
change: (edn 3 on its way)…

David Holland, Su Young Ko, Hannah Berger, Elsa Ploquet, Aurelia
Zenou, UC Geography
Lamb, J. (1997). Risks & Realities: A Multi-disciplinary Approach to the Vulnerability of Lifelines to Natural Hazards.
Centre for Advanced Engineering, University of Canterbury.

http://www.multihazards.org/
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Understanding a hazard-scape?
Urban floods

Coastal storms

+

Earthquakes

+

Tsunamis

+
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Laboratory Christchurch: Quake-prone delta city

Laboratory Christchurch: Post-quake floods
•
•
•

Wind storms

~150 mm rain in <40 hours in the centre of town, March 2014.
Fell on: subsided land – clogged river channels – broken pipes.
Extensive flooding across the city: 1st to 14th time since quakes

+

Hughes et al., 2015. GSA Today 25(3–4), 4-10. doi: 10.1130/GSATG221A.1.

Allen, Davis, Giovinazzi & Hart. 2014. Geotechnical & flooding reconnaissance of the 2014 March flood event
post 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence, NZ. GEER Report R035, 134p.
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Laboratory Christchurch:
Earthquake induced subsidence & uplift
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Laboratory Christchurch:
Earthquake induced river channel change
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Laboratory Christchurch:
Shallow groundwater, shallower post-quake

estuary inset

2 km

Adapted from Allen et al. 2014; Hughes et al. 2015

Left: LIDAR land elevation changes pre and post CES.
Right: Measures et al. 2011. NIWA Report CHC2011-066.

Hart et al. 2015 Coast and Ports proceedings.
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Laboratory Christchurch:
Earthquake effects on stormwater system

Laboratory Christchurch:
Delta cities lack lifelines redundancy
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Laboratory Christchurch: Quake-prone delta city

coast
Google Earth

Hart et al. 2015. Australasian Coasts & Ports proceedings.

Holland, D. 2016. Stormwater system role in post-quake flooding. Masters in progress.

Hughes et al., 2015. GSA Today 25(3–4), 4-10. doi: 10.1130/GSATG221A.1.
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Laboratory Christchurch: Flood-quake interactions
correlate well with Holocene geomorphology
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Multihazards: Flood matrix
Rainfall

temporal variability
(clustering)

spatial variability

intensity

Multihazards: Flood matrix
runoff

infiltration

Rainfall

temporal variability
(clustering)

spatial variability

intensity

runoff

infiltration

Land

elevation above
sea level &
river banks

gradients,
cathments,
basins

surface cover,
permeability, vegetation,
roughness

geology,
soil types

mobility,
erodibility

Hart, D.E. 2013. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ihXuBFIjQk
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Multihazards: Flood matrix
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Multihazards: Flood matrix

infiltration
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Multihazards: Flood/ earthquake matrix

Multihazards: Flood/ earthquake matrix
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Urban floods

Coastal storms

+

Earthquakes

+

Tsunamis

+
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Towards multihazards

Multihazards • many hazards

infiltration

Intro Lab MH Cl

Multihazards: tsunami, sea level
rise, storms, mass movement…..

Wind storms

+

Left: Tohoku plain, Japan, satellite image
Middle: updated Canterbury tsunami report, 2014
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What else: can we design for infrastructure integrity and an
environment where communities function and thrive?

Towards multihazards
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Towards multihazards

In the past 12 months have you experienced at this property . . .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Vehicle or foot access to the property being blocked due to flooding?
Flood water from river flowing onto the property?
How many times:
1 2 3 4 5 6+
Flood water remaining on the property for 24 hours or more?
Flood water entering house (at or above floor level)?
Damage to contents stored in house, garage, shed etc.?
Floods causing occupants to miss a day of work, school etc.?
Floods stopping you from using your main form of heating, e.g. heat
pumps not working?
Drainage not working during floods (e.g. toilets not flushing,
showers/basins not draining)?

extract from flood experience survey for Spreydon-Heathcote Community Board
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In conclusion:
3 ideas,
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1. Urban Arteries

2. The Other Shoreline

In low-lying coastal cities, sea level rise will be first felt and
tackled, not on the open coast, but instead via its pervasive &
acute effects on inland waterways.

In coastal settlements, initial flood
multihazard analyses should consider
Holocene shorelines.

Auckland

challenges,
opportunities….

Wellington

11 May 2016

Dunedin
http://data.gns.cri.nz/geology/
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Christchurch Avon River red zone
Anna G on https://www.facebook.com/rebuildchristchurch/
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3. Multihazards, not many hazards
Building urban resilience necessitates reframing our view of
hazards, to consider each as part of a dynamic, interaction-rich
network, with cascades and feedbacks.

WHY: New resilience-building opportunities.
WHAT: ‘Multihazards’ paradigm shift.
HOW: Christchurch example, transferable approach.

http://www.multihazards.org/

Thanks to my co-researchers, + IBM, Canterbury Geotechincial
Database, CCC, ECAN, GEER Association, CEISMIC, Tonkin & Taylor,
MBrosnan Graphic Solutions. Ng• Mihi.
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